Accessories
Snake Oil Plus™
Rust inhibitor and
deodorizer protects
your sewer cables
and equipment. Keeps debris from sticking by
creating a virtually non-stick surface. Great for use
on concrete and construction equipment, and more.
Lemon Scented–100% Biodegradeable–Eco Friendly.

Catalog
Number

Description

SOQ
SOG
SOG-S

1 Quart w/Sprayer
1 Gallon
1 Gallon w/Sprayer

SIG
Splash/Impact Goggles
Can be worn over glasses.

QF “Quick Fix” Repair Coupler
Just screw on tightly and it won’t
come off. For 1/2", 9/16", 5/8",
and 3/4" sizes.
FC Butt-Weld Connector
Passes through automatic feeds.
No need to adjust feed. For 5/8",
and 3/4" sizes.
FC-O Cup Type Connector
Sheath fits over cable for easier
repairs. For 5/16", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8"
and 3/4" sizes.
RS Repair Sleeve
In 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", and 3/4" sizes.

GT Cable Guide Tube
Adds safety when you can’t get machine close to
drain opening. 30" long x 1-1/4" diameter spring.
GTE Guide Tube Extension
Five foot extension attaches to the Cable Guide
Tube. Made of 40" conduit with 24" spring end.

MGT Manhole Guide Tube
Supports drain cables in manholes. Adjusts from 6'2" to 9'4".
4'4" extensions available.

Flexicore ® Cable
Wire Rope Center Construction
Heavy-gauge wire coiled tightly around 49-strand aircraft-type
wire rope and heat treated. Has unequalled strength and the

Cutters and Cables

Cables
right amount of flexibility. So tough it carries a one-year
warranty against defect or breakage.
Flexicore Patent Nos. 2,244,735 and 2,849,870

General Flexicore® Cable with Male and Female Connector

Sectional Cables
Sectional cables for the Root 66, I-95, Model 88 and Rodrunner
snap together in a second and are taken apart quickly with a
coupling wrench or key. The open coils screw into the line
making it easier to clear long lines with less effort. They come
in all-purpose Flexichain which has a chain center, or stiffer
Proflex which has a spring center, and a hollow style. They're
available in a variety of lengths and connectors for General
and competitive brands. With the more recently developed "G"
connector, no torque is put on the locking pin when running in
reverse, making it a more durable coupling.

Flexichain® Section

Proflex® Cable

“G” Connector

“L” Connector

Pat. No. 3094011

15R10-P Proflex ® Cable
33

